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Abstract
Data trees serve as an abstraction of structured data, such as XML documents. A number of
specification formalisms for languages of data trees have been developed, many of them adhering
to the paradigm of register automata, which is based on storing data values encountered on the
tree in registers for subsequent comparison with further data values. Already on word languages,
the expressiveness of such automata models typically increases with the power of control (e.g.
deterministic, non-deterministic, alternating). Language inclusion is typically undecidable for non-
deterministic or alternating models unless the number of registers is radically restricted, and even
then often remains non-elementary. We present an automaton model for data trees that retains a
reasonable level of expressiveness, in particular allows non-determinism and any number of registers,
while admitting language inclusion checking in elementary complexity, in fact in parametrized
exponential time. We phrase the description of our automaton model in the language of nominal
sets, building on the recently introduced paradigm of explicit name allocation in nominal automata.
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1 Introduction

Letters from infinite alphabets generally serve as an abstraction of data values in formalisms
for the specification and verification of structured data such as data words or data trees
(e.g. [29]). They have variously been used to represent data values in XML documents [29],
object identities [14], parameters of method calls [17], or nonces in cryptographic protocols [24].
There are, by now, quite a number of automata models for data languages, including register
automata [20], data walking automata [27], and data automata [3]. A typical phenomenon
in such models is that expressiveness increases strictly with the power of control (ranging
from deterministic to alternating models). In such models, the key reasoning problem
of inclusion checking tends to be either undecidable or computationally very hard unless
stringent restrictions are imposed on either the power of control or on key parameters such
as the number of registers. For instance, inclusion checking of nondeterministic register
automata is undecidable unless one restricts either to unambiguous automata [28, 7] or to
automata with at most two registers [20] (no complexity bound being given in the latter case);
inclusion checking for alternating register automata is undecidable unless one restricts to only
one register, and even then fails to be primitive recursive [11]; the inclusion problem of data
walking automata is decidable but at least as hard as Petri net reachability [8], which by recent
results is Ackermann-complete [25, 10, 26]; non-emptiness of data automata [3] is decidable
but, again, at least as hard as Petri net reachability; and emptiness of variable automata [15]
is undecidable unless one restricts to the (less expressive) deterministic fragment.

Register-based automata models are often essentially equivalent to automata models in
nominal sets [31]; for instance, register automata with nondeterministic reassignment [22] are
equivalent to nondeterministic orbit-finite automata [4]. In the nominal setting, one way to
ameliorate the mentioned degree of computational hardness while retaining a reasonable level
of expressiveness is provided by the paradigm of explicit name allocation in nominal automata,
which first appeared in regular nondeterministic nominal automata (RNNA) [33] and has
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subsequently been used in Büchi RNNA [39] and in a linear-time nominal µ-calculus [16].
In this paradigm, notions of freshness are based on α-equivalence, i.e. renaming of bound
names as in λ-calculus, which blocks renaming of bound names into names that have free
occurrences later in the word; in terms of the equivalent register-based setting, this amounts
to a lossiness condition saying that at every point, register contents may nondeterministically
be erased (thus freeing the register). At the same time, name-allocating models impose finite
branching. Inclusion checking in these models is typically elementary, and in fact has low
parametrized complexities with the parameter being the degree, which in the register-based
setting corresponds to the number of registers.

Our present contribution is a nominal non-deterministic top-down tree automaton model
that follows the name allocation paradigm. As our main result, we show that our model of
regular nominal tree automata (RNTA) admits inclusion checking in doubly exponential time,
more precisely in parametrized singly exponential time with the degree as the parameter (recall
that the problem is already ExpTime-complete for finite-alphabet non-deterministic top-
down tree automata). We thus obtain an efficiently decidable formalism for the specification
data words that admits full non-determinism and unboundedly many registers.

Proofs omitted in the main body of the paper can be found in the appendix.

Related Work We have already mentioned work on register word automata. Kaminski and
Tan [21] introduce top-down and bottom-up register tree automata with or without non-
deterministic reassignment; computational hardness of inclusion and universality is inherited
from register word automata (while membership and emptiness are decidable in elementary
complexity NP and ExpTime, respectively [35]). Without non-deterministic reassignment,
the top-down model and the bottom-up model have incomparable expressiveness. Our model
of regular nominal tree automata (RNTA) relates, along the usual correspondence [4], to
non-deterministic top-down register tree automata without non-deterministic reassignment.
Van Heerdt et al. [40] treat bottom-up nominal tree automata with name allocation in a
general algebraic setting, describing minimization and determinization constructions (without
considering inclusion checking; determinization produces orbit-infinite automata). Since the
finite-branching condition for the bottom-up variant differs from top-down finite branching
as imposed in RNTAs, we expect similar incomparability as in the register-based setting; we
leave the investigation of this point to future work. A register automata model for data trees
with a different navigation pattern has been introduced by Jurdziński and Lazić [18, 19] and
extended by Figueira [12]; in this model, the automaton moves downwards or rightwards
on the tree instead of passing copies of itself to child nodes. The emptiness problem of the
alternating model is decidable but not primitive recursive when the number of registers
is restricted to 1; expressiveness is incomparable to Kaminski and Tan’s model [19]. One
formalism for data trees that does allow inclusion checking in elementary complexity is the
logic FO2(+1, ∼) [5], whose satisfiablity problem is in 3NexpTime. Register tree automata
have been extended to cover an ordering on the data values [36, 37].

2 Preliminaries

We assume basic familiarity with category theory (e.g. [1]). We briefly recall some background
on nominal sets (see [31] for a textbook treatment), as well as on tree automata (e.g. [9]),
register automata [20], and nominal automata [4].
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Group Actions and Nominal sets We fix a countably infinite set A of names. Throughout,
we let G denote the group of finite permutations on A, which is generated by the permutations
(ab) that swap two names a, b ∈ A; we write id for the identity permutation, and (−) · (−)
for the group operation, i.e. applicative-order composition of permutations. A G-set consists
of a set X and a left action (−) · (−) : G × X → X of G on X (subject to id · x = x

and π · (π′ · x) = (π · π′) · x). Given G-sets X, Y , a map f : X → Y is equivariant if
f(π · x) = π · f(x) for all x, y. The orbit of x ∈ X is G · x = {π · x | π ∈ G}. The orbits form
a disjoint decomposition of X; the G-set X is orbit-finite if it has only finitely many orbits.

We write fix(x) = {π ∈ G | π(x) = x} for x ∈ X, and Fix(A) =
⋂

x∈A fix(x) for A ⊆ X.
The set A itself is a G-set in a canonical manner. A set S ⊆ A is a support of an element
x ∈ X if

Fix(S) ⊆ fix(x),

that is, if every permutation that fixes all names in S also fixes x, which we understand as x

depending only on the names in S.
Then, a G-set X is a nominal set if every element of X has a finite support. It follows

that every x ∈ X has a least finite support supp(x), also just called the support of x. A
name a ∈ A is fresh for x if a /∈ supp(x), in which case we write a # x. We write Nom for
the category of nominal sets and equivariant maps. Examples of nominal sets include A
itself (with supp(a) = {a} for a ∈ A); the product X × Y of nominal sets X, Y (with
supp(x, y) = supp(x)∪ supp(y)); and the finitely supported powerset PfsX of a nominal set X,
which consists of the subsets of X that have finite support under the pointwise action of G

on the full powerset. A set A ⊆ X is uniformly finitely supported if
⋃

x∈A supp(x) is finite; we
write PufsX = {A ⊆ X | A uniformly finitely supported} for the uniformly finitely supported
powerset of X. If X is orbit-finite, then the uniformly finitely supported subsets of X are
precisely the finite subsets.

An important role in the technical development is played by the abstraction functor [A]
on Nom. For a nominal set X, [A]X is defined as the quotient A × X/ ∼ of A × X by the
equivalence relation ∼ defined by

(a, x) ∼ (b, y) iff (ca) · x = (cb) · y for c # (a, x, b, y).

Equivalently, (a, x) ∼ (b, y) iff either (a, x) = (b, y) or y = (ab) · x and b # x. We write ⟨a⟩x
for the equivalence class of (a, x) under ∼. Thus, ⟨a⟩x may be read as arising from x by
binding the name a. The equivalence ∼ then captures α-equivalent renaming of the bound
name a; in particular, note that by the alternative description of ∼, renaming a into b in
⟨a⟩x is blocked when b ∈ supp(x).

Nominal automata and register automata The classical notion of nondeterministic finite
automaton can be transferred canonically to the category of nominal sets, where finiteness
corresponds to orbit-finiteness; this gives rise to the notion of nondeterministic orbite-finite
automaton (NOFA) [4]. For simplicity, we use the set A of names as the alphabet (more
generally, one can work with any orbit-finite alphabet). Then, a NOFA consists of an
orbit-finite set Q of states; an equivariant transition relation ∆ ⊆ Q × A × Q; an equivariant
initial state q0 (or more generally a set of initial states); and an equivariant set F ⊆ Q of
final states. NOFAs accept finite words over A, with the notions of run and acceptance
defined exactly as in the classical case.

NOFAs are equivalent to a flavour of nondeterministic register automata with nondetermin-
istic reassignment, roughly described as follows (see [4] for details). A register automaton
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has a finite set Q of control states; a fixed finite number of registers, which at any point in
time can be either empty or contain a letter (i.e. a name from A); an initial control state q0;
a set F of final control states; and a transition relation δ consisting of triples (q, ϕ, q′) where
q, q′ ∈ Q and where ϕ is a boolean combination of equality constraints concerning register
contents before and after the transition and the current input letter. For simplicity, we
require that all registers are initially empty. A configuration of the automaton consists of a
control state and an assignment of letters to some of the registers (the others are empty).
A run of the automaton is a sequence of configurations starting in the initial configuration
(consisting of q0 and all registers empty) such that every next configuration is justified by
some transition (q, ϕ, q′) in the sense that the boolean combination ϕ of equality constraints
is satisfied by the register contents in the configurations before and after the transition and
by the current input letter. A run is accepting if it ends in a configuration over a final control
state. The language of the automaton is the set of accepted words. What this means is
that the automaton can, in each transition step, perform any combination of the following
actions as specified by the transition constraint ϕ: store the current letter in a register;
copy content among registers; delete content from a register; nondeterministically store any
name in a register (nondeterministic reassigment). These actions are conditioned on tests
for equality or inequality among the registers and the input letter. In the correspondence
between NOFAs and register automata, a configuration c of a register automaton becomes a
state in the corresponding NOFA, whose support contains precisely the letters stored in the
registers in c.

Both nondeterminism and nondeterministic reassignment strictly increase expressive
power. For instance, the language L2 “some letter occurs twice” can be accepted by a
nondeterministic register automaton but not by a deterministic one; and the language “the
last letter has not been seen before” can only be accepted using nondeterministic reassignment.
Also, the nondeterministic model is not closed under complement: The complement of the
above-mentioned language L2 is the language “all letters are distinct”, which cannot be
accepted by a nondeterministic register automaton.

Tree automata Throughout, we fix a finite ranked alphabet (or signature) Σ, consisting
of finitely many (function) symbols, each equipped with an assigned finite arity; we write
f/n ∈ Σ to indicate that f is a symbol of arity n in Σ. We assume that Σ contains at
least one constant, i.e. a symbol of arity 0. The set T (Σ) of (ground) Σ-Terms is defined
inductively by stipulating that whenever f/n ∈ Σ and t1, . . . , tn ∈ T (Σ), then f(t1, . . . , tn)
in Σ. Terms are regarded as a representation of trees, with each node of the tree labelled
with a symbol from Σ whose arity determines the number of child nodes.

A (classical, finite-alphabet) nondeterministic top-down tree automaton (NFTA) (e.g. [9])
over Σ is a tuple A = (Q, q0, ∆) (we elide the fixed signature Σ) where Q is a finite set of
states, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, and ∆ is a set of rewrite rules or transitions of the form

q(f(x1, . . . , xn)) → f(q1(x1), . . . , qn(xn))

where f/n ∈ Σ, q, q1, . . . , qn ∈ Q, and the xi are variables; these rules thus manipulate
extended terms containing automata states as unary symbols (with at most one occurrence
of such a symbol per tree branch). Much as usual (e.g. [2, 9]), such rewrite rules are applied
within a surrounding context, and with the variables xi substituted with ground terms; we
continue to write → for the arising rewrite relation on extended terms. The NFTA A accepts
a term t if q0(t) →∗ t. The language L(A) is the set of terms (trees) accepted by A. NFTAs
have the same expressiveness as bottom-up tree automata, in which the rewrite rules propagate
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automata states from the leaves to the root. Deterministic top-down tree automata, on the
other hand, are strictly less expressive than NFTA. In the present work, our focus is on
nondeterministic top-down models. The inclusion problem for NFTA, i.e. to decide whether
L(A) ⊆ L(B) for given NFTAs A, B, is ExpTime-complete [34].

3 A Nominal View on Data Tree Languages

We proceed to introduce the relevant notion of nominal tree language, viewed as representing
a data tree language as outlined in Section 2. Trees are represented as a form of algebraic
terms, and carry data values at inner nodes. Throughout the technical development, we fix a
finite algebraic signature Σ, i.e. a finite set of operation symbols f, g, . . . , each equipped with
a finite arity. We write f/n ∈ Σ to indicate that f is an operation symbol of arity n in Σ.

▶ Definition 3.1 (Terms). We define the set TA(Σ) of nominal Σ-terms, or just (Σ-)terms, t

by the grammar

t ::= a.f(t1, . . . , tn) | νa.f(t1, . . . , tn) (t1, . . . , tn ∈ TA(Σ), f/n ∈ Σ, a ∈ A) (3.1)

For uniformity of notation, we occasionally write A for the set A∪ {νa | a ∈ A}; in particular,
all terms then have the form γ.f(t1, . . . , tn) with γ ∈ A.

▶ Remark 3.2. Like in the finite-alphabet case as recalled in Section 2, the base case of the
above definition is the one where f is a constant (i.e. has arity 0). The case of words is
recovered by taking Σ to consist of unary operations and an end-of-word constant. When
viewing terms as trees, we see the operations of Σ as spanning the tree structure, with every
node being labelled with an element of A. We understand terms of the form a.f(t1, . . . , tn) as
being labelled with a free name a, and terms of the form νa.f(t1, . . . , tn) as allocating a new
name a with scope f(t1, . . . , tn). In the latter case, the name a is bound by the ν-operator, in
the same style as in the π-calculus or in nominal Kleene algebra [13], with formal definitions
to be provided presently. (In work on nominal word automata with name allocation [33], the
notation a has been used in place of νa.)
▶ Remark 3.3. For brevity of presentation, we have opted for a setup where every inner node
either binds a name or carries a free name. A generalization that allows inner nodes not
labelled with any name is encoded into the present setup by means of a fixed free dummy
name that appears in place of the absent name. We thus do use this generalization in the
examples. In particular, it allows for trees not containing any name, while terms according
to Definition 3.1 always contain at least one name.
The notion of free name informally used above is formally defined in the expected way:

▶ Definition 3.4. The set FN(t) of free names of a term t is defined recursively by the clauses

FN(a.f(t1, . . . , tn)) = {a} ∪ FN(t1) ∪ · · · ∪ FN(tn)
FN(νa.f(t1, . . . , tn)) = (FN(t1) ∪ · · · ∪ FN(tn)) \ {a}.

Contrastingly, we refer to the name a in a term νa.f(t1, . . . , tn) as a bound name. A term t is
closed if FN(t) = ∅. The sets A and TA(Σ) become nominal sets under the expected actions
of G, defined on A by π · a = π(a) and π · νa = νπ(a), and on TA(Σ) recursively by

π · (δ.f(t1, . . . , tn)) = π(δ).f(π · t1, . . . , π · tn).

From this view, we obtain the expected notion of α-equivalence of terms: α-equivalence ≡α

is the least congruence on terms such that νa.f(t1, . . . , tn) ≡α νb.f(t′
1, . . . , t′

n) whenever
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⟨a⟩(t1, . . . , tn) = ⟨b⟩(t′
1, . . . , t′

n), which means that in νa.f(t1, . . . , tn), a can be renamed
into b provided that b does not occur in t1, . . . , tn (by temporary renaming of inner bound
names, one can then also rename a into b if b is not free in t1, . . . , tn). We write [t]α for
the equivalence class of a term t under α-equivalence. A term t is clean if all its bound
names are mutually distinct and not free in t, and non-shadowing if on every branch of t, all
bound names are mutually distinct and not free in t (in particular, no bound name is ever
shadowed in t). Clearly, every term is α-equivalent to a clean one (hence, a forteriori, to a
non-shadowing one).

▶ Example 3.5. Under the extension where names are made optional (Remark 3.3), we can
represent λ-terms as terms for the signature {app/2, λ/1, var/0}. For instance, the λ-term
λa.aa is represented as the Σ-term νa.λ(app(a.var, a.var)). (Of course, there are Σ-terms not
corresponding to any λ-term, such as νa.var; in our automaton model, it will be no problem
to exclude such terms by just letting them get stuck.) Similarly, we can represent π-calculus
expressions as terms for a suitable signature; we will return to this in Example 4.7. The
notion of α-equivalence defined above is exactly the standard one in these examples.

As indicated in the introduction, the notion of α-equivalence determines how we interpret
allocating a new name as ‘reading a name’ in a paradigm where we see bound names as
placeholders for arbitrary free names. For this purpose, we distinguish between literal tree
languages, which consist of terms and hence are subsets of TA(Σ), and alphatic tree languages,
which consist of α-equivalence classes of terms and hence are subsets of TA(Σ) / ≡α. (The
latter generalize the bar languages used in work on nominal word automata [33] but in the
absence of the bar notation a, that term seems no longer appropriate.) In both cases, we
say that a language is closed if it consists of closed (equivalence classes of) words only. For
brevity, we restrict the main line of the technical treatment to closed languages. The notion
of bound names representing free names is captured by the function dν, which removes all
occurrences of ν from a term, and is recursively defined by

dν(νa.f(t1, . . . , tn)) = dν(a.f(t1, . . . , tn)) = a.f(dν(t1), . . . , dν(tn)).

Thus, dν returns terms without name allocation νa. We refer to such terms as data trees;
they correspond essentially to the notion of data tree found in the literature (which is often
restricted to binary trees for simplicity, e.g. [21, 18]), with A serving as the infinite alphabet
of data values. We capture notions of freshness by imposing different disciplines on variable
management in α-renaming and subsequently applying dν. Specifically, a global freshness
semantics, a branchwise freshness semantics, and a local freshness semantics for alphatic
tree languages L are embodied in the operators N, B, and D, respectively, defined by

N(L) = {dν(t) | t clean, [t]α ∈ L} B(L) = {dν(t) | t non-shadowing, [t]α ∈ L}
D(L) = {dν(t) | [t]α ∈ L}.

That is, N and B insist on clean or non-shadowing α-renaming, respectively, while D allows
unrestricted α-renaming. The languages N(L), B(L), and D(L) are what we term data tree
languages, i.e. languages consisting only of data trees. This makes one additional semantics
in comparison to the case of words [33] where, of course, N and B coincide.

▶ Example 3.6. Consider Σ = {f/2, k/0} and the term

t = νa.f(νb.f(a.k, b.k), νb.f(b.k, b.k)).
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Then

N({t}) = {a.f(b.f(a.k, b.k), c.f(c.k, c.k)) | a, b, c ∈ A, a ̸= b, a ̸= c, b ̸= c}
B({t}) = {a.f(b.f(a.k, b.k), c.f(c.k, c.k)) | a, b, c ∈ A, a ̸= b, a ̸= c}
D({t}) = {a.f(b.f(a.k, b.k), c.f(c.k, c.k)) | a, b, c ∈ A, a ̸= b}.

Thus, N instantiates bound names by free names that are fresh w.r.t. the entire tree, while B

only enforces freshness w.r.t. the current branch, and allows siblings to instantiate bound
names by the same free name (i.e. allows b = c in B({t}). Finally, D, enforces freshness only
where α-renaming is blocked. In the case of t, renaming b into a is blocked in the left-hand
subterm νb.f(a.k, b.k) because of the free occurrence of a, while there is no such occurrence
in the right-hand subterm νb.f(b.k, b.k) so that b can be renamed into a in that subterm; this
is why D({t}) requires a ̸= b but not a ̸= c. Thus, N and B are variants of global freshness
as found, for instance, in session automata [6], while D is indeed a notion of local freshness:
We will see later (Lemma 4.2) that the presence of the free name a in νb.f(a.k, b.k) implies
that at the time of reading νb in a run of a regular nominal tree automaton, the name a is
still kept in memory, so D essentially enforces freshness w.r.t. currently stored names in the
spirit of register automata models. As indicated in the introduction, we trade some of the
expressiveness of register automata models for computational tractability. In our example,
this is apparent in the right-hand subterm νb.f(b.k, b.k), in which freshness of b w.r.t. a

cannot be enforced under D because there is no free occurrence of a; as a slogan, D enforces
freshness w.r.t. stored names only if these are still expected to be seen again. In work on
nominal word automata [33], it is shown that this phenomenon relates to a lossiness property
stating that register contents may be non-deterministically lost at any time.

It turns out that both variants of global freshness remain essentially equivalent to the original
alphatic language, in the sense that they do not affect language inclusion:

▶ Lemma 3.7. Both N and B preserve and reflect language inclusion: For alphatic languages
L1, L2, we have L1 ⊆ L2 iff N(L1) ⊆ N(L2) iff B(L1) ⊆ B(L2).

That is, for purposes of checking language inclusion, it does not matter whether we consider
alphatic languages, their global freshness semantics, or their branchwise freshness semantics.

4 Regular Nominal Tree Automata

We cast our model of regular nominal tree automata (RNTAs) as an extension of regular
nondeterministic nominal automata (RNNAs) [33], which differ from NOFAs (Section 2) in
essentially two ways: Branching is restricted to be finite (in NOFAs, the set of successors
of a state only needs to be finitely supported, as implied by equivariance of the transition
relation); this is partially made up for by including bound transitions which read bound
names. RNTAs natively accept alphatic tree languages, which as discussed in Section 3
may be seen as representing languages of data trees in a number of ways differing w.r.t.
notions of freshness: Under global or branchwise freshness semantcs, RNTAs may be seen
as a generalization of session automata [6], while under local freshness semantics, they
will be seen to correspond to a subclass of nondeterministic register tree automata [21]
characterized by a lossiness condition (Remark 5.5). As indicated in the introduction, we
thus incur a decrease in expressiveness in comparison to the register model, which however
buys elementary complexity of inclusion checking.
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▶ Definition 4.1 (Regular nominal tree automata). A regular nominal tree automaton (RNTA)
over our fixed signature Σ is a tuple

A = (Q, ∆, q0)

where Q is a orbit-finite nominal set of states, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state and ∆ is an
equivariant set of rewrite rules or transitions of the form

q(γ.f(x1, . . . , xn)) → γ.f(q1(x1), . . . , qn(xn))

where q1, . . . , qn ∈ Q, γ ∈ A, f/n ∈ Σ, and the xi are variables. When no confu-
sion is likely, we just write q(γ.f(x1, . . . , xn)) → γ.f(q1(x1), . . . , qn(xn)) to indicate that
(q(γ.f(x1, . . . , xn)) → γ.f(q1(x1), . . . , qn(xn))) ∈ ∆. We impose two properties on ∆:

α-invariance: For q, q1, . . . , qn, q′
1, . . . , q′

n ∈ Q, if ⟨a⟩(q1, . . . , qn) = ⟨b⟩(q′
1. . . . , q′

n), then

q(νa.f(x1, . . . , xn)) → νa.f(q1(x1), . . . , qn(xn)) implies
q(νb.f(x1, . . . , xn)) → νb.f(q′

1(x1), . . . , q′
n(xn)).

Finite branching up to α-equivalence: For q ∈ Q and f/n ∈ Σ, the sets
{(a, (q1, . . . , qn)) | q(a.f(x1, . . . , xn)) → a.f(q1(x1), . . . , qn(xn))} and {⟨a⟩(q1, . . . , qn) |
q(νa.f(x1, . . . , xn)) → νa.f(q1(x1), . . . , qn(xn))} are finite.

Like in the classical case (Section 2), the rewrite rules in ∆ may be applied within a
surrounding context and with variables substituted by (ground) terms. A state q ∈ Q accepts
a term t if there exists a sequence of applications of the rewrite rules in ∆, called a run, that
starts from q(t) and ends in t, symbolized as q(t) ∗−→ t. We define the literal tree language
L(q) and the alphatic tree language Lα(q) accepted by q by

L(q) = {t ∈ TA(Σ) | q accepts t} Lα(q) = {[t]α | t ∈ L(q)}

We put L(A) = L(q0) and Lα(A) = Lα(q0), i.e. the RNTA A accepts t if its initial state
accepts t. Moreover, A accepts a data tree s under global, branchwise, or local freshness
semantics if s ∈ N(Lα(A)), s ∈ B(Lα(A)), or s ∈ D(Lα(A)), respectively (cf. Section 3).

The degree of A is the maximal cardinality of supports of states in A.

We think of the support of an RNTA state as consisting of finitely many stored names. In
examples, we typically write states in the form

q(a1, . . . , an)

where q indicates the orbit and a1, . . . , an are stored names. Thus, the degree of an RNTA
corresponds morally to the number of registers. As an important consequence of finite
branching, stored names can come about only by either inheriting them from a predecessor
state or by reading (i.e. binding) them:

▶ Lemma 4.2. In an RNTA, we have the following properties:

1. If q(a.f(x1, . . . , xn)) → a.f(q1(x1), . . . , qn(xn)), then supp(qi) ∪ {a} ⊆ supp(q) for i =
1, . . . , n.

2. If q(νa.f(x1, . . . , xn)) → νa.f(q1(x1), . . . , qn(xn)), then supp(qi) ⊆ supp(q) ∪ {a} for
i = 1, . . . , n.

▶ Corollary 4.3. If state q accepts term t, then FN(t) ⊆ supp(q).
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▶ Remark 4.4. For brevity, we restrict the further technical treatment to the case where the
initial state has empty support, which by Corollary 4.3 implies that the accepted language
is closed. We also assume this without further mention in the examples, with the possible
exception of the dummy name needed in examples with unlabelled nodes (cf. Remark 3.3),
in which the dummy name is assumed to be in the support of all states.

▶ Example 4.5. Let Σ = {f/2, k/0} (so Σ-terms are just A-labelled binary trees).

1. The universal data tree language, i.e. the language consisting of all (non-empty, cf.
Remark 3.3) data trees, is accepted under local freshness semantics by the RNTA with only
one state q and transitions q(νa.f(x, y)) → νa.f(q(x), q(y)), q(νa.k) → νa.k. On the other
hand, it is easy to see that the universal data tree language cannot be accepted by an RNTA
under global or branchwise freshness semantics. Under the latter semantics, the above RNTA
accepts the language of all data trees in which all names are distinct or in which all names
found on the same branch are distinct, respectively.

2. The data tree language ‘the letter at the root of the tree (which moreover is not a
leaf) reappears in all leaves, but not in any other node of the tree’ is accepted under local
freshness semantics by the RNTA with states q0, q1(a) (a ∈ A) and transitions

q0(νa.f(x, y)) → νa.f(q1(a)(x), q1(a)(y))
q1(a)(νb.f(x, y)) → νb.f(q1(a)(x), q1(a)(y)) q1(a)(a.k) → a.k

where we mean this and all further examples to be implicitly closed under equivariance and
α-invariance. (Regarding notation, read q1(a)(y) as ‘state q1(a) processing term y’.)

3. The data tree language ‘some letter appears twice’ (which, in analogy to the word
case [4, 33], cannot be accepted by a deterministic register tree automaton) is accepted by
the RNTA with states q0, q1(a), q2 (a ∈ A) and transitions

q0(νa.f(x, y)) → f(q0(x), q0(y)) q0(νa.f(x, y)) → f(q1(a)(x), q1(a)(y))
q1(a)(a.f(x, y)) → a.f(q2(x), q2(y))

and transitions ensuring that q2 accepts the universal data tree language as in item 1. It is
easy to see that the complement of this languages, while acceptable under global freshness
semantics (item 1) cannot be accepted by an RNTA under local freshness semantics.

▶ Example 4.6 (Structured data). We use Σ = {!elem/2, #data/1, eof/0} to support an
XML-like syntax for structured data. We want to recognize the language of Σ-trees where
every occurrence of !elem is properly closed by eof in the subtree below it, at a leaf as far to
the left in the tree as possible under the policy that later occurrences of !elem are closed
further to the left. Occurrences of eof and !elem are matched by binding a name at !elem
and labelling the corresponding eof with this name (moreover, one unlabelled eof closes the
entire term), as in the term

νa.! elem(
νb.# data(
νc.! elem(

νd.# data(
νd.# data(
νd.# data(
c.eof ))),

νb.# data(
a.eof),

eof )))
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Under local freshness semantics, the data elements b in the #data fields of this term can be
any names except a, similarly for d and c. This language can accepted with the RNTA with
states q0, q1(a), q1(c) (a, c ∈ A) and transitions

q0(νa.!elem)(x1, x2) → νa.!elem(q1(a)x1, q0x2)
q0(νb.#data)(x1) → νb.#data(q0x1) q0(eof) → eof

q1(a)(νc.!elem)(x1, x2) → νc.!elem(q1(c)x1, q1(a)x2) q1(a)(eof) → eof

q1(a)(νd.#data)(x1) → νd.#data(q1(a)x1) q1(a)(a.eof) → a.eof.

Notice here that although every state stores at most one name, the automaton is able to
track an unbounded number of !elem markers as it effectively creates copies of itself when
reading an input tree.

▶ Example 4.7 (π-Calculus expressions). We use Σ = {par/2, rw/1, ch/1, 0/0}, A =
{⊥, a, b, c . . . } to represent the syntax (only!) of a small fragment of the π-calculus, with par
standing for parallel composition, and with ch and rw working in combination to represent
writing or reading on a channel. Here, we model reading and allocation of channel names
natively as name binding: a.ch communicates on an existing channel a, and νa.ch on a
newly allocated channel a. Similarly, a.rw writes a, while νa.rw reads a value a. E.g.,
νa.ch(νb.wr(x)) reads b from a newly allocated channel a, and continues with x. Let L be
the language of all Σ-terms that are parallel composites of k ≥ 1 processes that each read a
name b from a newly allocated channel a and then may, maybe repeatedly, read a new name
from b and use that name as the input channel in the next round, before terminating (0).
This language is accepted by the RNTA with states q0, q1, q2(a) (a ∈ A) and transitions

q0(par(x, y)) → par(q0(x), q0(y)) q0(νa.ch(x)) → νa.ch(q1(x))
q1(νa.rw(x)) → νa.rw(q2(a)(x)) q2(a)(a.ch(x)) → a.ch(q1(x))

q2(a)(0) → 0.

(Notice that the right hand transitions forget the channel name once the channel command
has been processed; the name is no longer needed, as every channel is used only once.)

▶ Remark 4.8. In the paradigm of universal coalgebra [32], RNTAs may be viewed as
coalgebras for the functor F given by

FX = Pufs(
∑

f/n ∈ Σ(A × Xn + [A]Xn)). (4.1)

5 Name Dropping

The key to the algorithmic tractability of name-allocating automata models in general [33, 39,
16] is to ensure that the literal language of an automaton is closed under α-equivalence, so
that only boundedly many names need to be considered in inclusion checking. The problem
to be overcome here is that this property does not hold in general, and needs to be enforced
in a modification of the automaton that preserves the alphatic language. Specifically, the
problem comes about by extraneous names that do not occur in the remainder of a given word
to be processed but do still occur in the relevant successor state, thus blocking the requisite
α-renaming. As a simple example, when an automaton state q is processing νa.f(t)) for
f/1 ∈ Σ and we have a matching transition q(νa.f(x)) → νa.f(q′(x)), then it may happen
that b /∈ FN(t), so that a may be α-equivalently renamed into b in νa.f(t)), but a ∈ supp(q′)
so that a cannot be α-equivalently renamed into b in νa.f(q′(x)). The solution to this is to
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extend the automaton by states that come about by dropping some of the names from the
support of previous states [33]; in the example, a state q′′ that has b removed from its support
but otherwise behaves like q′ will allow for the requisite α-renaming of the transition into
νa.f(q′′(x)), and will still be able to accept the remaining term t since b /∈ FN(t). We proceed
to lay out the details of this construction, which we dub the name-dropping modification.

Following work on nominal Büchi automata [39], we first transform the automaton into
one whose state set Q forms a strong nominal set; we do not need the original definition of
strong nominal set [38] but instead use the equivalent description [30] of strong nominal sets
as being those of the form

∑
i∈I A#Xi where the Xi are finite sets and A#Xi denotes the

nominal set of total injective maps Xi → A. We generally write elements of sums like the
above as pairs (i, r), in this case consisting of i ∈ I and r ∈ A#Xi . Strong nominal sets thus
materialize the intuition that the states of a nominal automaton consist of a control state
(the index i in the above sum) and a store configuration assigning names to registers in a
duplicate-free manner.

▶ Lemma 5.1. For every RNTA A, there exists an RNTA A′ whose states form a strong
nominal set such that A and A′ accept the same literal language.

Our name-dropping modification will now come about by dropping the requirement that
each register is necessarily occupied. This amounts to working with partial injective maps
r : Xi ⇀ A, with undefinedness (denoted as r(x) = ⊥) indicating that a register is currently
empty. We first introduce notation for restricting such partial maps by dropping some of the
names:

▶ Definition 5.2. Let X be a finite set. We write A$X for the set of partial injective
mas X ⇀ A. Let r ∈ A$X , and let N ⊆ supp(r) = r[X]. Then the partial injective map
r|N ∈ A$X defined by r|N (x) = r(x) if r(x) ∈ N and r|N (x) = ⊥ otherwise is the restriction
of r to N (and r is an extension of r|N ).

▶ Definition 5.3 (Name-dropping modification). Let A = (Q, ∆, q0) be an RNTA such that
Q =

∑
i∈I A#Xi is a strong nominal set. For q = (i, r) ∈ Q, we write q|N = (i, r|N ). Then

the name-dropping modification of A is the RNTA A⊥ = (Q⊥, ∆⊥, q0) where

1. Q⊥ =
∑

i∈I A$Xi ;
2. for all q, q′

1, . . . , q′
n ∈ Q, N ⊆ supp(q), Ni ⊆ supp(q′

i) ∩ N (i = 1, . . . , n), and a ∈ N ,
whenever q(a.f(x1, . . . , xn) → a.f(q′

1(x1), . . . , q′
n(xn)) in A„ then q|N (a.f(x1, . . . , xn)) →

a.f(q′
1|N1(x1), . . . , q′

n|Nn(xn)) in A⊥; and
3. for all q, q′

1, . . . , q′
n ∈ Q, N ⊆ supp(q), a ∈ A, and Ni ⊆ supp(q′

i)∩(N ∪{a}) (i = 1, . . . , n),
whenever q(νa.f(x1, . . . , xn)) → νa.f(q′

1(x1), . . . , q′
n(xn)) in A and ⟨a⟩q′

i|Ni
= ⟨b⟩q′′

i ,
i = 1, . . . , n, then q|N (νb.f(x1, . . . , xn)) → νb.f(q′′

1 (x1), . . . , q′′
n(xn)) in A⊥.

Notice that clauses defining the transition relation on A⊥ are only implications: A⊥ inherits
transitions from A as long as these are consistent with Corollary 4.3, and bound transitions
in A⊥ are subsequently closed under α-invariance. Lemma A.3 in the appendix gives a full
description of the arising transitions in the name-dropping modification.

As per the intention of the construction, the name dropping modification closes an RNTA
under α-equivalence:

▶ Theorem 5.4. For each RNTA A, the name-dropping modification A⊥ of A is an RNTA
that accepts the closure of the literal tree language of A under α-equivalence, and hence the
same alphatic tree language as A. Moreover, A⊥ has the same degree d as A, and the number
of orbits of A⊥ exceeds that of A by at most a factor 2d.
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▶ Remark 5.5 (Lossiness). It is apparent from the construction of the name-dropping modific-
ation that, in the usual correspondence between nominal automata models and register-based
models [4, 33], it establishes a lossiness property saying that during any transition, letters
may nondeterministically be lost from the registers. Intuitively speaking, the effect of losing
a letter from a register is on the one hand that one escapes freshness requirements against
that letter in successor states, but on the other hand progress may later be blocked when the
lost name is required to be seen in the word; the overall consequence of this phenomenon is
that distinctness of the current letter b from a letter a seen previously in the word can only
be enforced if a is expected to be seen again, as already illustrated in Examples 3.6 and 4.5.

6 Inclusion Checking

We conclude by showing that language inclusion of RNTAs is decidable in elementary
complexity, in sharp contrast to the typical situation in register-based models as discussion
in Section 1. The algorithm is based on reducing the problem to language inclusion of
classical NFTAs over finite signatures (Section 2), using the name-dropping modification to
ensure closure of literal tree languages under α-equivalence (Section 5): Using closure under
α-equivalence, we can choose a finite set of names such that we can recognize at least one
term from each class of α-equivalent terms and then be sure that we also capture all others.
Using this set of names, we cut out a finite part of the RNTA in which only the specified
names appear. For these restricted automata, which are just NFTAs, we can decide language
inclusion in ExpTime. A key step in this programme is thus the following lemma:

▶ Definition 6.1. Given a finite set S ⊆ A, we write TS(Σ) = {t ∈ TA(Σ) | supp(t) ⊆ S}.

(That is, a term is in TS(Σ) if all its free and bound names are in S.)

▶ Lemma 6.2. Let nar be the maximal arity of symbols in Σ. Suppose that an RNTA A of
degree dA accepts a term t, and pick S ⊆ A such that |S| = dA · nar + 1. Then A also accepts
some term t′ ∈ TS(Σ) such that t′ ≡α t.

(Recall that initial states have empty support by our running assumption; otherwise, S would
need to contain the support of the initial state.)

▶ Theorem 6.3. Alphatic tree language inclusion Lα(A) ⊆ Lα(B) of RNTAs A, B of degrees
dA, dB, respectively, over the fixed signature Σ is decidable in doubly exponential time, and in
fact in parametrized singly exponential time with the degree as the parameter, i.e. exponential
in a function that depends exponentially on dA + dB and polynomially on the size of A, B.

Here, we understand the size of A and B in terms of standard finitary representations of
orbit-finite nominal sets, which essentially just enumerate the support sizes and symmetry
groups of the orbits (e.g. [39]). In the complexity analysis, we assume the sigature to be
fixed; if the signature is made part of the input, then parameter includes also the maximal
arity nar of symbols in Σ as in Lemma 6.2.

Proof. The proof uses reduction to a finite-alphabet [33, 39]. Again, let nar be the maximal
arity of symbols in Σ, and pick S ⊆ A such that |S| = dA · nar + 1 as required in Lemma 6.2.
Put S = S ∪ {νa | a ∈ S}, and let B⊥ be the name-dropping modification of B as per
Theorem 5.4. Let (QA, ∆A, qA

0 ) = A and (QB , ∆B , qB
0 ) = B.

1. Show that Lα(A) ⊆ Lα(B) iff L(A) ∩ TS(Σ) ⊆ L(B⊥) ∩ TS(Σ).
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‘⇒’: By Theorem 5.4, L(B⊥) is the closure of L(B) under α-equivalence. Thus, L(A) ⊆
L(B⊥), and hence L(A) ∩ TS(Σ) ⊆ L(B⊥) ∩ TS(Σ).
‘⇐’: Let [t]α ∈ Lα(A); we have to show that [t]α ∈ Lα(B). By definition of Lα(A), we
have t′ ∈ L(A) such that t′ ≡α t, so by Lemma 6.2 there exists t′′ ∈ L(A) ∩ TS(Σ) such
that t′′ ≡α t. Then t′′ ∈ L(B⊥) by hypothesis, and hence [t]α ∈ Lα(B⊥). By Theorem 5.4,
we obtain [t]α ∈ Lα(B) as required.
2. By 1, we are left to decide whether L(A) ∩ TS(Σ) ⊆ L(B⊥) ∩ TS(Σ). Observe that

L(A) ∩ TS(Σ) and L(B⊥) ∩ TS(Σ) are effectively just tree languages over the finite signature
S × Σ. We construct top-down NFTAs AS and BS over S × Σ that restrict A and B⊥,
respectively, to S and accept L(A) ∩ TS(Σ) and L(B⊥) ∩ TS(Σ), respectively: Put AS =
(QA,S , ∆A,S , qA

0 ) where QA,S = {q ∈ QA | supp(q) ⊆ S} and ∆A,S = {(q(γ.f(x1, . . . , xn) →
γ.f(q1(x1), . . . , qn(xn))) ∈ ∆A | q, q1, . . . , qn ∈ QA,S , γ ∈ S}. The construction of BS =
(QB⊥,S , Σ × S, ∆B⊥,S , iB⊥) is analogous. The automata AS and BS are finite because A

and B⊥ are orbit-finite and each orbit of a nominal set contains only finitely many elements
with a given finite support.

We verify that AS accepts L(A) ∩ TS(Σ), i.e. L(AS) = L(A) ∩ TS(Σ); the corresponding
claim for B⊥ is analogous. Since all states and rewrite rules of AS are inherited from A, it is
immediate that L(AS) ⊆ L(A)∩TS(Σ); we show the revers inclusion. So let t ∈ L(A)∩TS(Σ);
we have to show that AS accepts t. We show more generally that every state q of AS accepts
all terms t ∈ TS(Σ) that q accepts in A, and proceed via induction on the length of an
accepting run.

For the base case, let q accept t = γ.c in A, where γ ∈ S because t ∈ TS(Σ). That is, we
have δ = (q(γ.c) → γ.c) ∈ ∆A. The δ ∈ ∆A,S by construction, so q accepts t in AS .

For the inductive step, let q accept t = γ.f(t1, . . . , tn) in A. Again, γ ∈ S because
t ∈ TS(Σ). Thus, we have δ = (q(γ.f(x1, . . . , xn)) → γ.f(q1(x1), . . . , qn(xn))) ∈ ∆A such
that qi accepts ti for i = 1, . . . , n. We distinguish between bound and free transitions:

γ = a: By Lemma 4.2, supp(qi) ⊆ supp(q) ⊆ S, so qi ∈ QS , and by induction, qi accepts ti

in AS for i = 1, . . . , n. Since, γ ∈ S, we thus have δ ∈ ∆A,S ; it follows that q accepts t

in AS .
γ = νa: By Lemma 4.2, supp(qi) ⊆ supp(q) ∪ {a}. Since a ∈ S and supp(q) ⊆ S, this
implies supp(qi) ⊆ S, i.e. qi ∈ QS for i = 1, . . . , n. By induction, qi accepts ti in AS , and
again, δ ∈ ∆A,S by construction because γ ∈ S, implying that q accepts t in AS .
3. So far, we have reduced the problem to deciding language inclusion of NFTAa, which

is in ExpTime [9]; it remains to analyse the size of the NFTAs AS , BS constructed in step 2.,
where we have first constructed the name-dropping modification B⊥ of the RNTA B and
have then extracted AS and BS from A and B⊥, respectively, by restricting to the finite
set S of names. We assume for simplicity that the state spaces of A and B are given as
strong nominal sets, so that the size of A and B is essentially the respective number of orbits.
When estimating the size of AS and BS , it suffices to consider the number of states, since the
size of the signature S × Σ is linear in dA (as Σ is assumed to be fixed) so that the number
of transitions of NFTAs over S × Σ is polynomial in their number of states and dA. It thus
suffices to show that the number of states in AS and BS , respectively, is the number of orbits
of A or B, respectively, multiplied by a factor that is singly exponential in the degree. Now
by Theorem 5.4, the name-dropping modification step for B increases the number of orbits
by an exponential factor in the degree dB but leaves the degree itself unchanged. Moreover,
we generally have that every orbit of a given nominal set with support size m has at most m!
elements with a given fixed support, so the step from A, B to AS , BS indeed incurs only an
exponential factor in the degree, which proves the claim. ◀
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From Lemma 3.7, it is immediate that the same complexity bound as in Theorem 6.3 holds
also for inclusion checking of RNTAs under global and branchwise freshness semantics,
respectively (i.e. for checking whether N(Lα(A)) ⊆ N(Lα(B)) or B(Lα(A)) ⊆ B(Lα(B)),
respectively). We conclude by showing that this remains true under local freshness semantics.
The following observation is key:

▶ Definition 6.4. We define an ordering ≤ on A by a ≤ νa for all a ∈ A. We then define
the ordering ⊑ on TA(Σ) recursively by t ⊑ s iff t, s have the form t = γ.f(t1, . . . , tn) and
s = δ.f(s1, . . . , sn) where γ ≤ δ and ti ⊑ si for i = 1, . . . , n. For a literal language L,
↓L = {t ∈ TA(Σ) | ∃t′ ∈ L. t ⊑ t′} denotes the downward closure of L with respect to ⊑.

That is, t ⊑ t′ if t arises from t’ by removing zero or more occurrences of ν; e.g.
νa.f(a.f(a.f(a.k)) ⊑ νa.f(νa.(νa.f(a.k)).

▶ Lemma 6.5. For closed alphatic languages L1, L2, we have D(L1) ⊆ D(L2) iff for all
[t] ∈ L1 there exists t ⊑ t′ such that [t′] ∈ L2.

▶ Theorem 6.6. Language inclusion D(Lα(A)) ⊆ D(Lα(B)) under local freshness semantics
of RNTAs A, B of degrees dA, dB, respectively, over the fixed signature Σ is decidable in
doubly exponential time, and in fact in parametrized singly exponential time with the degree
as the parameter, i.e. exponential in a function that depends exponentially on dA + dB and
polynomially on the size of A, B.

Proof. The proof is largely analogous to that of Theorem 6.3. In step 1., one shows using
Lemma 6.5 (and recalling Remark 4.4) that D(Lα(A)) ⊆ D(Lα(B)) iff L(A) ∩ TS(Σ) ⊆
↓(L(B⊥) ∩ TS(Σ)). In step 2., the NFTA accepting ↓(L(B⊥) ∩ TS(Σ)) is constructed as in
Theorem 6.3 and then closed downwards under ⊑ by adding a transition q(a.f(x1, . . . , xn)) →
a.f(q1(x1). . . . , qn(xn)) for every transition q(νa.f(x1, . . . , xn)) → νa.f(q1(x1). . . . , qn(xn)).

◀

7 Conclusions

We have introduced the model of regular nominal tree automata (RNTA), a species of non-
deterministic top-town nominal tree automata. RNTAs can be equipped with different data
tree semantics ranging from global freshness as found in session automata [6] to local freshness.
Under the latter, RNTAs correspond, via the usual equivalence of nominal automata and
register-based automata [4, 33], to a subclass of register tree automata [21]. As such, they
are less expressive than the full register model, but in return admit inclusion checking
in elementary complexity (parametrized exponential time); this in a model that allows
unboundedly many registers and unrestricted nondeterminism (cf. Section 1). RNTAs feature
a native notion of name allocation, allowing them to process terms in languages with name
binding such as the λ- and the π-calculus.

Future research will aim in particular at working towards a notion of nominal automata
with name allocation for infinite trees, in particular with a view to applications in reasoning
over name-allocating fragments of the nominal µ-calculus [23]. Also, it will be of interest to
develop the theory in coalgebraic generality [32], aiming to support automata with effects
such as probabilistic or weighted branching.
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A Appendix: Additional Details and Omitted Proofs

We give details and proofs omitted in the main body.

A.1 Details for Section 3
▶ Lemma A.1. dν acts injectively on closed non-shadowing terms.

Proof. Assume that there are closed non-shadowing terms t1, t2 such that dν(t1) = dν(t2)
but t1 ̸= t2. From the definition of dν, we see that t1, t2 have the same tree structure and
carry the same operations and names in every node of the tree, differing only in whether
the respective name is free or bound. We consider positions of tree nodes, and order these
positions by stipulating that parents are larger than children (so the root becomes the top
element). Since t1 ≠ t2, there is a maximal position p1 at which the respective attached
names in t1 and t2 differ w.r.t. being free or bound; suppose w.l.o.g. that this name, say a, is
free in t1 and bound in t2. Since t1 is closed, there must be a position p2 strictly above p1 at
which a is bound in t1. By maximality of p1, a must then also be bound at p2 in t2; however,
this bound occurrence of a is then shadowed at p1 in t2, in contradiction to the assumption
that t2 is non-shadowing. ◀

Proof of Lemma 3.7. We first prove the claim for B. The ‘only if’ direction (‘if L1 ⊆ L2,
then B(L1) ⊆ B(L2)’) is clear. For the ‘if’ direction, let L1, L2 be alphatic languages such
that B(L1) ⊆ B(L2), and let [t]α ∈ L1; we have to show that [t]α ∈ L2. Since every term
is α-equivalent to a non-shadowing one, we can assume that t is non-shadowing. Then,
dν(t) ∈ B(L1), and therefore dν(t) ∈ B(L2); that is, we have a non-shadowing term t′ such
that [t′]α ∈ L2 and dν(t′) = dν(t). But then t′ = t by Lemma A.1, so [t]α ∈ L2 as required.

The claim for N is shown completely analogously, using that Lemma A.1 applies in
particular also to clean terms and that every term is α-equivalent to a clean one. ◀

A.2 Details for Section 4
▶ Lemma A.2 (Equivariance of acceptance). Let A = (Q, ∆, i) be an RNTA. If q ∈ Q accepts
t ∈ TA(Σ), then for all π ∈ Perm(A) π · q accepts π · t.

Proof. We proceed via induction on the height of terms. Let A = (Q, ∆, i) be an RNTA,
q ∈ Q a state and t ∈ TA(Σ) a term such that q accepts t.

For the base case, let t = (γ, c) with a constant c/0 ∈ Σ and π ∈ Perm(A). Since q

accepts t, q(γ.c) → (γ, c) ∈ ∆, hence by equivariance (π · q)(π(γ), c) → (π(γ), c) ∈ ∆ and
π · q accepts π · t = (π(γ), c) by the acceptance condition.

For the inductive step, let t = γ.f(t1, . . . , tn) and π ∈ Perm(A). Let δ =
q(γ.f(t1, . . . , tn)) → γ.f(q1(t1), . . . , qn(tn)) ∈ ∆ be the first rewrite rule applied of an
accepting run. By the induction hypothesis, π · qi accepts π · ti for all i ∈ I, hence it is left to
show that δ′ = (π · q)(πγ).f(t1, . . . , tn) → (πγ).f((π · qi)(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ ∆, which is the case
by equivariance of ∆. ◀

Proof of Lemma 4.2
Proof. The proof relies heavily on the finite branching of the automaton.

1. The set Z = {(a, (q1, . . . , qn)) | q(a.f(x1, . . . , xn)) → a.f(q1(x1), . . . , qn(xn)) ∈ ∆} of free
rewrite rules is finite, and for each z = (a, (q1, . . . , qn)) ∈ Z supp(z) = {a} ∪

⋃
i∈I supp(qi)
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is finite, thus S =
⋃

z∈Z supp(z) is a finite support for each z ∈ Z, making Z uniformly
finitely supported. For all z ∈ Z and i ∈ I, it then obviously holds that supp(qi) ∪
{a} ⊆ supp(Z) and further supp(Z) ⊆ supp(q), since ∆ is an equivariant set, Z depends
equivariantly on ∆ and equivariant maps do not extend the support.

2. For bound rewrite rules the argument is analogous: The set Z = {⟨a⟩(q1, . . . , qn)) |
q(a.f(x1, . . . , xn)) → a.f(q1(x1), . . . , qn(xn)) ∈ ∆} of bound rewrite rules modulo α-
invariance is finite, and for each z = ⟨a⟩(q1, . . . , qn) ∈ Z supp(z) =

⋃
i∈I supp(qi) − {a}

is finite, thus S =
⋃

z∈Z supp(z) is a finite support for each z ∈ Z, making Z uniformly
finitely supported. For all z ∈ Z and i ∈ I, it then also holds that supp(qi) ⊆ supp(Z)∪{a}
and further supp(Z) ∪ {a} ⊆ supp(q) ∪ {a}, again since ∆ is an equivariant set, Z depends
equivariantly on ∆ and equivariant maps do not extend the support.

◀

A.3 Details for Section 5

Proof of Lemma 5.1
Proof. Proof as in [39] for Büchi-RNNA with the necessary modifications.

We are left to verify whether the type functor of RNTA, given in Equation 4.1, preserves
supp-nondecreasing quotients such that the following diagram commutes:

P Pufs(
∑

f/n∈Σ
P n × A +

∑
f/n∈Σ

[A]P n)β

Q Pufs(
∑

f/n∈Σ
Qn × A +

∑
f/n∈Σ

[A]Qn)γ

e Pufs(
∑

f/n∈Σ
en × A +

∑
f/n∈Σ

[A]en)

This is the case since coproducts preserve supp-nondecreasing quotients and the alphabet
is a strong nominal set.

◀

Proof of Theorem 5.4
We split the proof into a sequence of lemmas:

▶ Lemma A.3. Let A = (Q, ∆, i) be an RNTA with Q strong, and let A⊥ = (Q⊥, ∆⊥, i) be
its name-dropping modification.

1. If q|N (a.f(x1, . . . , xn)) → a.f(q1(xi), . . . , qn(xn)) in A⊥ for some q, q1, . . . , qn ∈ Q and
N ⊆ supp(q), then each qi has the form qi = q′

i|Ni
for some q′

i ∈ Q, Ni ⊆ supp(q) ∩ N

such that q(a.f(x1, . . . , xn)) → a.f(q′
1(x1), . . . , q′

n(xn)) in A.
2. If q|N (νa.f(x1, . . . , xn)) → νa.f(q1(xi), . . . , qn(xn)) in A⊥ for some q, q1, . . . , qn ∈ Q

and N ⊆ supp(q), then for each qi there is q′
i and Ni ⊆ supp(q′

i) ∩ (N ∪ {b}) such that
q(νa.f(x1, . . . , xn)) → νb.f(q′

1(xi), . . . , q′
n(xn)) in A and ⟨b⟩q′

i|Ni
= ⟨a⟩qi.
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Proof. Let A = (Q, ∆, i) be an RNTA and A⊥ = (Q⊥, ∆⊥, i) its name-dropping modification.
States in A have the form (j, r), states in A⊥ instead form (j, r|N ). In view of Definition 5.3,
there exists a rewrite rule for a specific r extending r|N and we are left to show there exists
a rewrite rule for each state of A extending r|N :

1. Let r extend r|N such that (j, r|N )a.f(x1, . . . , xn) →
a.f((k1, s1|N )x1, . . . , (kn, sn|N )xn) ∈ ∆⊥ for some si|N . We show that
δ = (j, r)a.f(x1, . . . , xn) → a.f((k1, s1)x1, . . . , (kn, sn)xn) ∈ ∆ for some si extending
si|N . By construction, there exist some r′, s′

i such that δ′ = (j, r′)a.f(x1, . . . , xn) →
a.f((k1, s′

1)x1, . . . , (kn, s′
n)xn) ∈ ∆. By equivariance of ∆, it suffices to find some

π ∈ Perm(A) such that π · δ′ = δ. Choose π such that π · r′ = r. Since Q is equivariant
and total injective maps have only one orbit, π exists, s = π · s′ also exists and π · δ′ = δ.
This is the case since by Lemma 4.2 supp(s) ∪ {a} ⊆ supp(r), thus π fixes a.

2. Let r extend r|N such that (j, r|N )νb.f(x1, . . . , xn) →
νb.f((k1, s1|N )x1, . . . , (kn, sn|N )xn) ∈ ∆⊥ for some si|N , we show that
δ = (j, r)νa.f(x1, . . . , xn) → νa.f((k1, s1)x1, . . . , (kn, sn)xn) ∈ ∆ for some si

such that ⟨b⟩(ki, si)|N = ⟨a⟩(ki, si|N ) and a ∈ A. By construction, for some
name c there exist some r′, s′

i such that r′ extends r|N , ⟨c⟩si|N = ⟨a⟩s′
i|N and

δ′ = (j, r′)νc.f(x1, . . . , xn) → νc.f((k1, s′
1)x1, . . . , (kn, s′

n)xn) ∈ ∆. Again as for
rewrite rules with free names, choose π such that π · r′ = r, existing by equivariance.
Here, since π does not necessarily fix c, let a = π(c), si = π · s′

i and eventually
δ = π · δ′ = (π · (j, r′))ν(πc).f(x1, . . . , xn) → ν(πc).f((π · (k1, s′

1))(x1), . . . , (π ·
(kn, s′

n))(xn)) = (j, r)νa.f(x1, . . . , xn) → νa.f((k1, s1)x1, . . . , (kn, sn)xn) ∈ ∆ by
equivariance.

◀

▶ Corollary A.4. The name-dropping modification of an RNTA contains all rewrite rules of
the unmodified RNTA.

Proof. Let A = (Q, ∆, i) be an RNTA and A⊥ = (Q⊥, ∆, i) its name-dropping modification.
For free transitions, let δ = (j, r)a.f(x1, . . . , xn) → a.f((k1, s1)x1, . . . , (kn, sn)xn) ∈ ∆,

we show that δ ∈ ∆⊥. By definition of the name-dropping modification, we instantiate
r|N , si|N with r, si, since they extend themselves and by Lemma 4.2 supp(s) ∪ {a} ⊆ supp(r).

For bound transitions, let δ = (j, r)νa.f(x1, . . . , xn) → νa.f((k1, s1)x1, . . . , (kn, sn)xn) ∈
∆ and we show that δ ∈ ∆⊥. Choose r|N = r, si|N = si and a = b, then ⟨b⟩si|N = ⟨a⟩si =
⟨a⟩(si|dom(si)) = ⟨a⟩(si|dom(si|N )) and supp(si|N ) ⊆ supp(r|N ) ∪ {a} by Lemma 4.2, hence by
construction (j, r)νa.f(x1, . . . , xn) → νa.f((k1, s1)x1, . . . , (kn, sn)xn) ∈ ∆⊥. ◀

▶ Lemma A.5. The name-dropping modification of an RNTA is an RNTA.

Proof. Let A⊥ = (Q⊥, ∆⊥, i) be the name-dropping modification of an RNTA A = (Q, ∆, i).
We verify the properties of an RNTA:

1. The set of rewrite rules ∆⊥ is equivariant: Let δ⊥ = (j, r|N )γ.f(x1, . . . , xn) →
γ.f((k1, s1|N )x1, . . . , (kn, sn|N )xn) ∈ ∆⊥ and π ∈ Perm(A), we have to show that
δ′

⊥ = π · δ⊥ ∈ ∆⊥.
γ = a: By definition of the name-dropping modification, there is some δ =
(j, r)a.f(x1, . . . , xn) → a.f((k1, s1)x1, . . . , (kn, sn)xn) ∈ ∆ such that r, si extends
r|N , si|N , respectively, for all i ∈ I. By equivariance, we have δ′ = π · δ ∈ ∆. Since the
names of r|N appear in r at the same position and likewise for si|N and si for all i ∈ I,
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we can restrict the states that appear in δ′ to the states in δ′
⊥, hence by the definition

of the name-dropping modification δ′
⊥ ∈ ∆⊥.

γ = νa: The situation is analogous to the free case. By definition, it holds that
δ = (j, r)νb.f(x1, . . . , xn) → νb.f((k1, s1)x1, . . . , (kn, sn)xn) ∈ ∆ with some si such
that ⟨b⟩si|N = ⟨a⟩(si|dom(si|N )) for some b ∈ A, r extending r|N and all i ∈ I.
By equivariance, we have δ′ = π · δ ∈ ∆. The names of r|N appear in r at the
same position and the same holds for si and si|N , disregarding a and b. Since
⟨b⟩si|N = ⟨a⟩(si|dom(si|N )), a can appear in si only at the positions of si|N previously
undefined for all i ∈ I, which will be discarded later nevertheless, hence we can proceed
as for the free case. We can restrict the maps in the states that appear in δ′ to the
ones in δ′

⊥ and eventually δ′
⊥ ∈ ∆⊥ by 3. of Definition 5.3.

2. The set of rewrite rules is α-invariant: We prove that if (j, r|N )νa.f(x1, . . . , xn) →
νa.f((k1, s1|N )x1, . . . , (kn, sn|N )xn) ∈ ∆⊥ and ⟨a⟩(ki, si|N ) = ⟨b⟩(ki, s′

i|N ) for all i ∈ I,
then also (j, r|N )νb.f(x1, . . . , xn) → νb.f((k1, s′

1|N )(x1), . . . , (kn, s′
n|N )(xn)) ∈ ∆⊥. So let

δ⊥ = (j, r|N )νa.f(x1, . . . , xn) → νa.f((k1, s1|N )x1, . . . , (kn, sn|N )xn) ∈ ∆⊥ and q′
i ∈ Q⊥

such that ⟨a⟩(ki, si|N ) = ⟨b⟩(ki, s′
i|N ) for all i ∈ I. Choose r extending r|N .Then

δ = (j, r)νc.f(x1, . . . , xn) → νc.f((k1, s1)x1, . . . , (kn, sn)xn) ∈ ∆ for some si such that
⟨a⟩si|N = ⟨c⟩(si|dom(si|N )) for i ∈ I by Lemma A.3. Since also ⟨a⟩(ki, si|N ) = ⟨b⟩(ki, s′

i|N )
for all i ∈ I, a and b appear in si only in the previously undefined part of si|N for all i ∈ I,
thus further ⟨c⟩(si|dom(si|N )) = ⟨a⟩((ac) · si|dom(si|N )) = ⟨a⟩si|N = ⟨b⟩s′

i|N for all i ∈ I,
hence finally (j, r|N )νb.f(x1, . . . , xn) → νb.f((k1, s′

1|N )(x1), . . . , (kn, s′
n|N )(xn)) ∈ ∆⊥ by

Definition 5.3.
3. The automaton is finitely branching: We have to verify that for each state (j, r|N ) ∈ Q⊥

the number of rewrite rules where (j, r|N ) appears on the left side ("outgoing transitions")
is finite, with free names and bound names modulo α-invariance respectively, i.e. for
all (j, r|N ) ∈ Q⊥ the sets {(a, ((k1, s1|N ), . . . , (kn, sn|N ))) | (j, r|N )a.f(x1, . . . , xn) →
a.f((k1, s1|N )x1, . . . , (kn, sn|N )xn) ∈ ∆⊥} and {⟨a⟩((k1, s1|N ), . . . , (kn, sn|N )) |
(j, r|N )νa.f(x1, . . . , xn) → νa.f((k1, s1|N )x1, . . . , (kn, sn|N )xn) ∈ ∆⊥} are finite (we
w.l.o.g. assume A to be based on a strong nominal set).

The set of free rewrite rules {(a, ((k1, s1|N ), . . . , (kn, sn|N ))) | (j, r|N )a.f(x1, . . . , xn) →
a.f((k1, s1|N )(x1), . . . , (kn, sn|N )(xn)) ∈ ∆⊥} is finite: Since A is an RNTA,
{(a, ((k1, s1), . . . , (kn, sn))) | (j, r)a.f(x1, . . . , xn) → a.f((k1, s1)x1, . . . , (kn, sn)xn) ∈
∆} is finite. We verify that 2. from Definition 5.3, which generates ∆⊥ from ∆,
preserves finiteness of the number of free outgoing transitions also in ∆⊥. Since for
an individual a ∈ A it holds that supp((ki, si)) is finite for each (ki, si) appearing in
some (j, r)a.f(x1, . . . , xn) → a.f((k1, s1)x1, . . . , (kn, sn)xn) ∈ ∆, the set {(ki, si|N )}
of possible states that are extended by (ki, si) is also finite because we only drop
names from the support. Furthermore, since by 2. of Definition 5.3 a ∈ supp(j, r)
and supp(j, r) is finite, also {(a, ((k1, s1|N ), . . . , (k1, s1|N ))) | (j, r|N )a.f(x1, . . . , xn) →
a.f((k1, s1|N )(x1), . . . , (kn, sn|N )(xn)) ∈ ∆⊥} is finite.
The set of bound rewrite rules modulo α-invariance {⟨a⟩((k1, s1|N ), . . . , (kn, sn|N )) |
(j, r|N )νa.f(x1, . . . , xn) → νa.f((k1, s1|N )x1, . . . , (kn, sn|N )xn) ∈ ∆⊥}
is finite: Again, {⟨a⟩((k1, s1), . . . , (kn, sn)) | (j, r)νa.f(x1, . . . , xn) →
νa.f((k1, s1)x1, . . . , (kn, sn)xn) ∈ ∆} is finite since A is an RNTA. We verify
that 3. from Definition 5.3 does generate ∆⊥ such that the number of outgoing bound
transitions is finite if we abstract from the bound name. The argument is similar to
the free case: For each state (ki, si) that appears in some rule in ∆, the number of
states (ki, si|N ) that are extended by (ki, si|N ) is finite. Eventually, as Definition 5.3
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requires ⟨b⟩si|N = ⟨a⟩(s|dom(si|N )), also the set {⟨a⟩((k1, s1|N ), . . . , (kn, sn|N )) |
(j, r|N )νa.f(x1, . . . , xn) → νa.f((k1, s1|N )x1, . . . , (kn, sn|N )xn) ∈ ∆⊥} is finite since
si|N is injective and thus abstracting from a name results in one equivalence class for
each possible restriction of si (which are finitely many as mentioned above).

◀

▶ Lemma A.6. Let (j, r) and (j, r|N ) be states of an RNTA A and its name-dropping
modification A⊥, respectively, such that r extends r|N , i.e. (j, r|N ) is generated by dropping
names from (j, r), then {t ∈ L(j, r) | FN(t) ⊆ codom(r|N ) = supp(j, r|N )} ⊆ L(j, r|N ).

Proof. We proceed via induction on the height of t. The base case is trivial. Let (j, r) ∈ Q,
(j, r|N ) ∈ Q⊥ such that r extends r|N , (j, r) accepts t = γ.f(t1, . . . , tn) and FN(t) ⊆
codom(r|N ) = supp(r|N ); we have to show that (j, r|N ) accepts t. Since (j, r) accepts t, there
is (j, r)γ.f(x1, . . . , xn) → γ.f((k1, s1)x1, . . . , (kn, sn)xn) ∈ ∆ such that each (ki, si) accepts
ti for all i ∈ I. We therefore have FN(ti) ⊆ supp((ki, si)) by Corollary 4.3, thus choose
(ki, si|N ) such that FN(ti) = supp(si|N ), which accepts ti by the induction hypothesis, for all
i ∈ I.

γ = a: Since a ∈ FN(t) and, by Lemma 4.2 and choice of the injective maps, supp(r|N ) ⊇
FN(t) ⊇ FN(ti) = supp(si|N ), it holds that supp(r|N ) ⊇ {a} ∪ supp(si|N ) for all i ∈ I,
hence by the construction of the name-dropping modification (j, r|N )a.f(x1, . . . , xn) →
a.f((k1, s1|N )x1, . . . , (kn, sn|N )xn) ∈ ∆⊥ and eventually (j, r|N ) accepts t.
γ = νa: We verify that (j, r|N )νa.f(x1, . . . , xn) → νa.f((k1, s1|N )x1, . . . , (kn, sn|N )xn) ∈
∆⊥. Since we have (j, r|N )a.f(x1, . . . , xn) → a.f((k1, s1|N )x1, . . . , (kn, sn|N )xn) ∈ ∆
for the same bound name a, we are left to verify that supp(r|N ) ∪ {a} ⊇ supp(si|N )
for all i ∈ I. We have chosen (j, r|N ) and (ki, si|N ) such that supp(r|N ) ⊇ FN(t)
and FN(ti) = supp(si|N ) for all i ∈ I. Suppose w.l.o.g. a is free in some ti, then
supp(r|N ) ∪ {a} ⊇ FN(t) ∪ {a} = FN(ti) = supp(si|N ) for all i ∈ I. The required rewrite
rule exists in the name-dropping modification by construction and (j, r|N ) accepts t.

◀

▶ Lemma A.7. Given an RNTA A, the literal tree language of the name-dropping modification
A⊥ is closed under α-equivalence.

Proof. We proceed via induction on the height of terms. By induction, it suffices
to show acceptance of terms that are generated by α-equivalent renaming of the up-
most bound name. We reinforce the induction hypothesis, so let (j, r) accept t =
νa.f(t1, . . . , tn), b#ti and t′

i = (ab) · ti. We have to show that (j, r) then also accepts
t′ = νb.f(t′

1, . . . , t′
n). Since (j, r) accepts t, some (ki, si) accepts ti for all i ∈ I such

that (j, r)νa.f(x1, . . . , xn) → νa.f((k1, s1)x1, . . . , (kn, sn)xn) ∈ ∆⊥. Let (ki, si|N ) re-
strict (ki, si) such that supp((ki, si|N )) = supp((ki, si))/{b} for all i ∈ I. Since (ki, si)
accepts ti, FN(ti) ⊆ supp((ki, si)) and b ̸∈ FN(ti), hence by Lemma A.6 (ki, si|N ) ac-
cepts ti and thus [ti]α ∈ Lα((ki, si|N )) for all i ∈ I. By Lemma A.2, it holds that
[t′

i]α ∈ Lα((ab)(ki, si|N )) and by the induction hypothesis, t′
i ∈ L((ab)(ki, si|N )). We

have (j, r)νa.f(x1, . . . , xn) → νa.f((k1, s1)x1, . . . , (kn, sn)xn) ∈ ∆⊥, hence by the construc-
tion of the name-dropping modification we necessarily also have (j, r)νa.f(x1, . . . , xn) →
νa.f((k1, s1|N )x1, . . . , (kn, sn|N )xn) ∈ ∆⊥ and by α-invariance of the name-dropping modi-
fication (see Lemma A.5) and freshness of b, also (j, r)νb.f(x1, . . . , xn) → νb.f((ab) ·
(k1, s1|N )(x1), . . . , (ab) · (kn, sn|N )(xn)) ∈ ∆⊥ for all i ∈ I. As a result, t′ ∈ L((j, r)).

◀
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▶ Lemma A.8. Let A⊥ be the name-dropping modification of an RNTA A, then both automata
accept the same alphatic tree language, i.e. Lα(A) = Lα(A⊥).

Proof. Let A = (Q, i, ∆) be an RNTA and A⊥ = (Q⊥, i, ∆⊥) its name-dropping modification.
We show mutual language inclusion:

"⊆": Since name-dropping preserves all rewrite rules (Corollary A.4), A is an subautomaton
of A⊥, which therefore accepts all terms it previously did.

"⊇": Show for each state (j, r|N ) ∈ Q⊥ accepting t = γ.f(t1, . . . , tn) that each state
(j, r) ∈ Q with r extending r|N accepts some t′ = β.f(t′

i) ≡α t. We proceed via induction on
the number of applications of rewrite rules in an accepting run.

For the base case let some (j, r|N ) ∈ Q⊥ accept t = (γ, c), we show that each (j, r) ∈ Q

with r extending r|N accepts some t′ = (β, c) ≡α t. Since (j, r|N ) accepts t, (j, r|N )(γ.c) →
(γ.c) ∈ ∆⊥. We distinguish free and bound cases. Let γ = a, then by Lemma A.3, it holds
that (j, r)(a, c) → (a, c) ∈ ∆ for each choice of r, hence (j, r) in A accepts t′ = t ≡α t. For
the bound case, let γ = νa, then by Lemma A.3 (j, r)νb.c → νb.c ∈ ∆ for some b and each
choice of r, hence (j, r) in A accepts t′ = νb.c ≡α νa.c = t.

For the inductive step, let (j, r|N ) ∈ Q⊥ accept t and δ = (j, r|N )γ.f(x1, . . . , xn) →
γ.f((k1, s1|N )x1, . . . , (kn, sn|N )xn) ∈ ∆⊥ be the first rewrite rule applied in an accepting
run. By the acceptance condition and the inductive hypothesis, for all i ∈ I and all states
(ki, si) ∈ Q extending si|N , ∀i ∈ I.(ki, si) accepts some t′′

i ≡α ti. We distinguish between
bound and free transitions:

Case γ = a: Let (j, r) ∈ Q with r extending r|N . By Lemma A.3, a rewrite rule
(j, r)a.f(x1, . . . , xn) → a.f((k1, s′

1)x1, . . . , (kn, s′
n)xn) ∈ ∆ exists for some s′

i extending
si|N for all i ∈ I. By the induction hypothesis, (ki, s′

i) accepts some t′
i ≡α ti for each

i ∈ I, thus (j, r) accepts t′ = a.f(t′
1, . . . , t′

n), which is α-equivalent to t.
Case γ = νa: It is left to show that all (j, r) ∈ Q with r extending r|N accept some
t′ = β.f(t′

i) ≡α t. By Lemma A.3, (j, r)νb.f(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Delta for some si and some
b ∈ A such that ⟨a⟩si|N = ⟨b⟩(si|dom(si|N )) for all i ∈ I. Let further s′

i extend si|N such
that ⟨a⟩s′

i = ⟨b⟩si, then by the induction hypothesis s′
i accepts some t′

i ≡α ti for all i ∈ I.
Since ⟨a⟩s′

i = ⟨b⟩si, a ̸∈ supp(si) and b ̸∈ supp(s′
i), hence si = (ab) · s′

i for all i ∈ I. By
Lemma A.2, si then accepts (ab)t′

i for all i ∈ I, thus (j, r) accepts t′ = νb.f((ab) · t′
i).

We verify that t and t′ are in fact α-equivalent. Since a ̸∈ supp(si), b ̸∈ supp(s′
i) and s′

i

accepts t′
i, it follows that b ̸∈ FN(t′

i), thus a ̸∈ FN((ab) · t′
i) and further ⟨a⟩t′

i = ⟨b⟩(ab)t′
i

for all i ∈ I. Since t′
i ≡α ti, also ⟨a⟩[ti]α = ⟨b⟩[(ab)t′

i]α for all i ∈ I, hence eventually
t = νa.f(t1, . . . , tn) ≡α νb.f((ab) · t′

i) = t′.

As we have seen, for each state (j, r|N ) of the name-dropping modification and each term
t that (j, r|N ) accepts, each state (j, r) from the original RNTA with r extending r|N accepts
an α-equivalent term t′. This holds in particular for the initial state, which is for both
the RNTA and the name-dropping modification identical and is based on a total injective
map, which extends itself since the extension of maps is a reflexive property, hence the
RNTA accepts a term of the α-equivalence class of each term accepted by its name-dropping
modification, i.e. Lα(A) ⊇ Lα(A⊥). ◀

The proof of Theorem 5.4 itself is now immediate: By Lemma A.7, the literal language of
the name-dropping modification A⊥ of an RNTA A is closed under α-equivalence; on the
other hand, A⊥ accepts, by Lemma A.8, the same alphatic tree language as A, which is the
set of α-equivalence classes of terms literally accepted by A, so every term literally accepted
by A⊥ is α-equivalent to one accepted by A. ◀
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A.4 Details for Section 6
Proof of Lemma 6.2
Proof. We call two runs of equal structure equivalent if for each pair of two rewrite rules

δ = qγ.f(x1, . . . , xn) → γ.f(q1x1, . . . , qnxn)

and

δ′ = q′ϵ.f(x1, . . . , xn) → ϵ.f(q′
1x1, . . . , q′

nxn),

nested at the same position within the structure of their respective run, there exist π, τ such
that πq = q′ and τqi = q′

i for each i ∈ I (i.e. for each height of the run, there exists one
single permutation that transforms the states).

Choose S ⊇ supp(q) such that |S| = m · nar + 1. We show that for each q ∈ Q and t such
that q accepts t, there exists t′ such that q accepts t′ with an equivalent run and N(t′) ⊆ S.
We proceed via induction over the height of trees.

For the base case, let q ∈ Q accept t = (γ, c). If γ = a, then a ∈ supp(q) ⊆ S and t′ = t.
If γ = νa, then the required transition exists for all names, in particular for the ones in S,
since by α-invariance for constants all bound transitions exist nevertheless.

For the inductive step, let q accept t = γ.f(t1, . . . , tn) and δ = q(γ.f(t1, . . . , tn)) →
γ.f(q1t1, . . . , qntn) be the first rewrite rule applied in an accepting run. Then for ti there
exists by induction hypothesis t′

i ≡α ti accepted by qi with an equivalent run and N(t′
i) ⊆ S

for each i ∈ I. We distinguish between the bound and free case:

γ = a: We have q(a.f(x1, . . . , xn)) → a.f(q1x1, . . . , qnxn) ∈ ∆ so by Lemma 4.2 supp(qi)∪
{a} ⊆ supp(q) for all i ∈ I. Let t′ = a.f(t′

1, . . . , t′
n). Since a ∈ supp(q) ⊆ S and N(t′

i) ⊆ S

for all i ∈ I, N(t′) ⊆ S, t′ ≡α t and id · qi = qi and from qi on we have equivalent runs for
each i ∈ I, hence q accepts t′ with an equivalent run.
γ = νa: We have q(νa.f(x1, . . . , xn)) → νa.f(q1x1, . . . , qnxn) ∈ ∆ so by Lemma 4.2
supp(qi) ⊆ supp(q) ∪ {a} for all i ∈ I. If a ∈ S, we can just proceed as in the free case
with t′ = νa.f(t1, . . . , tn), which is α-equivalent to t and accepted by q with an equivalent
run since the first transition is the same.
So suppose a ̸∈ S. Then a#qi for each i ∈ I. Furthermore, since |I| ≤ nar , for
all i ∈ I |supp(qi)| ≤ m and supp(qi) ⊆ S, there exists b ∈ S such that b#qi

for each i ∈ I. Since both a#qi and b#qi, ⟨a⟩qi = ⟨b⟩qi. So by α-invariance
q(νb.f(x1, . . . , xn)) → νb.f(q1x1, . . . , qnxn) ∈ ∆, qi accepts ti for each i ∈ I and thus q

accepts t′ = νb.f(t1, . . . , tn). Lastly, t′ ≡α t since a and b are both fresh for ti for all
i ∈ I. ◀

Proof of Lemma 6.5
We first note an analogue of [39, Lemma 6.4]:

▶ Lemma A.9. If t ≡α s and t ⊑ t′, then there exists s′ such that t′ ≡α s′ and s ⊑ s′.

In Lemma 6.5, the ‘if’ direction is clear; we prove ‘only if’. The latter reduces immediately to
the following:

▶ Lemma A.10. Let L be a closed alphatic language, and let t be a term such that D({[t]α}) ⊆
D(L). Then there exists [t′]α ∈ L such that t ⊑ t′.
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Proof. Since L is closed, t is closed. By Lemma A.9, we can replace t with any α-equivalent
term, so we can assume w.l.o.g. that t is clean. We use the terminology of positions in
trees as in the proof of Lemma A.1. By assumption, we have dν(t) ∈ D(L), so there exists
[t′] ∈ L such that dν(t′) = dν(t). We claim that t ⊑ t′. Since dν(t′) = dν(t), t and t′ have
the same tree structure and have inner nodes carrying the same signature symbols, and
differ only in whether the attached names are free or bound. Suppose that t carries a bound
name νa at position p1; we have to show that t′ also carries νa at p1. Assume the contrary;
then t′ carries a at p1. Since L is closed, a must be bound at a position p2 above p1 in t′,
so dν(t) = dν(t′) is labelled with a at both p1 and p2. This leaves two cases for position p2
in t: If p2 is labelled a, then a must be bound somewhere above p2 in t because t is closed;
otherwise, a is bound at p2 in t. Both are in contradiction with t being clean. ◀

Proof of Theorem 6.6
Proof. As mentioned in the sketch, the proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 6.3.

1. We show that D(Lα(A)) ⊆ D(Lα(B)) iff L(A) ∩ TS(Σ) ⊆ ↓(L(B⊥) ∩ TS(Σ)). Again, S is
a finite set of dA · nar + 1 names.
"⇒": Let D(Lα(A)) ⊆ D(Lα(B)) and t ∈ L(A) ∩ TS(Σ), we show that t ∈ ↓(L(B⊥) ∩
TS(Σ)). Since D(Lα(A)) ⊆ D(Lα(B)), we have by Lemma 6.5 some t′ such that t ⊑ t′

and [t′] ∈ Lα(B). Then by Theorem 5.4, t′ ∈ L(B⊥) and consequently by the definition
of ↓ holds t ∈ ↓(L(B⊥) ∩ TS(Σ)).
"⇐": Let L(A) ∩ TS(Σ) ⊆ ↓(L(B⊥) ∩ TS(Σ)) and dν(t) ∈ D(Lα(A)), we show that
dν(t) ∈ D(Lα(B)). By the definition of D, [t]α ∈ Lα(A), t′ ∈ L(A) for some t′ ≡α t and
by Lemma 6.2 t′′ ∈ (L(A)∩TS(Σ)) for some t′′ ≡α t. By hypothesis, t′′ ∈ ↓(L(B⊥)∩TS(Σ)),
then in particular t′′ ∈ L(B⊥), hence [t]α ∈ L(B) and eventually dν(t) ∈ D(Lα(B)) by
definition.

2. The construction of the NFTAs AS and BS is essentially the same as in Step 2 in
the proof of Theorem 6.3. The only modification is that for every rewrite rule δ =
q(νa.f(x1, . . . , xn)) → νa.f(q1(x1), . . . , qn(xn)) in BS , we add another rewrite rule δ′ =
q(a.f(x1, . . . , xn)) → a.f(q1(x1), . . . , qn(xn)) to close the accepted language under ⊑,
thus at most doubling the number of rewrite rules in BS .

3. Since the closure under ⊑ increases the size of the NFTAs AS and BS by at most a constant
factor 2, the size estimates in Step 3 in the proof of Theorem 6.3 hold analogously. ◀
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